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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: WOLFENDEN, JAMES

Age if under 18: OVER 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 11 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have
wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: J WOLFENDEN Date: 30/01/2018

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

I am the above named Person and my Address is known to Police.

This statement is an account of an audio recorded interview I gave to DC Una WHITBY (Lead

Interviewer) and PC Ken OMADOYE IERY on the 10th of NOVEMBER 2017 at PADDINGTON Fire

Station. It is related to the GRENFELL Residential Tower fire incident that occurred on GRENFELL

road LONDON W11 1TQ in the early hours of the morning of Wednesday the 14th of JUNE 2017. Also

present was Fire Brigade Union Representative Nigel COX.

My name is James WOLFENDEN and my friends call me Jim. My posting is A212 PADDINGTON Fire

Station, I am attached to RED Watch and have been a fire fighter for nineteen year's and eleven months

coming up to Twenty Years. I am an Ariel Operator and so in terms of specialist skills I am qualified to

operate the Turn Table Ladder, the Ariel Ladder Platform (TL)and I can also wear the Extended Duration

Breathing Apparatus set (EDBA). I have been at PADDINGTON Fire Station for my entire service. My

team is brilliant, really good and i have only ever been here, obviously it's a big watch and it changes, the

last few Years I'd say it's a close watch. We have a strength of approximately Twenty one fire fighters on

my watch i cannot remember the exact figure.

On the 13111 of JUNE 2017 i was on my first night shift and officially started at 20:00hours at

PADDINGTON Fire Station. However, like everyone else on my watch I probably came in an hour

earlier. At the start of duty and shift we undertook a Roll call i think in the Appliance Bay Area. A Roll
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call is like a Register where everybody's name is called out by either the Watch Manager or the Person in

Charge of the Watch .This is undertaken to make sure all persons scheduled for shift are present and have

reported for duty .All those present including i, wore the full fire gear consisting of Fire boots, Leggings,

Tunic, Helmet, and your ancillary equipment consisted of Gloves, Radio, and a lamp all attached to your

tunic also known as Personnel Protection Equipment (PPE).

Following Roll call, as per shift duty procedure requirement i was posted and detailed to an appliance. For

that shift i was posted and detailed to the back of Fire Engine (Call Sign A21A) to operate the Pump. The

other Person's assigned to A212 with me on that day were Fire Fighter (FF) Harry BETTINSON, he had

just done a year and on is development stage, there was Crew Manager (CM) Ben GALLAGHER he was

in charge of the Pump .1 cannot remember who was driving, i think there were either four or five of us

detailed to the Engine on the night but i cannot remember to be honest with you The maximum a Pump

can carry are six fire fighters. The Crew Manager (CM) is the immediate next rank up of a Fire Fighter.

The CM was the highest ranking that night and the one that gave orders to be carried out.

As per procedure and requirement of each fire fighter i then tested my Standard Duration Breathing

Apparatus Set (SDBA), checked my dosimeter (EPD) and carried out an and inventory of the Equipment

on the fire engine set to make all were in working operational order. There were no issues detected with

the equipment on the night. Following Roll call and equipment checks we sat and had dinner.

At about 01:15hours in the Morning of Wednesday the 14th of JUNE 2017 I was in the dormitory at the

station, we then received the shout i.e. a Fire Incident, through the Station Mobilising System to attend

GRENFELL Tower .The lights in the station went off and the call came across the speakers that A212

had been detailed to attend. Following the shout we all mounted the Pump, i cannot remember if I was sat

in the back on the near side, offside, or in the middle, but I was definitely in the back. The location of the

incident on a Map would also have also been be detailed on a Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) installed in

the front of the Fire Engine in between the driver and passenger, for the guidance benefit of the driver and

the front passenger.

As we got closer I cannot say on what road, i saw flames were apparent to the outside of the Tower. I

could not say what floor the fire was on at that stage, but the fire was visible and I knew we had a Job. It

was TUNE, and so it would have been warm night and I am guessing the windows of our Pump would

have been open. I and the others saw flames, it was a Six Pump Fire and I think Ben turned round and
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said "Everybody to get a Breathing Apparatus (BA) Set on". We would have also taken a pieces of

equipment to double up with what we already had. This would have been a long line ie. a Rope, Breaking

in Gear and a Thermal Image Camera. I do not recall what street our Pump settled near the Tower i do not

know what street we parked in. A Map Shown as my Exhibit JW/01 Refers.

I do not think we were that far from the Tower, a couple of minutes' walk maybe. We were not right in

front of the Tower and were parked round the corner. As we approached the Tower maybe we passed a

handful of Members of Public coming out i couldn't say and did not engage with any. Our role was to get

up there and see what needed to be doing, like if they needed people on the fire floor and so that's where

we were heading. As we headed towards the front of the building i saw flames. I looked square to my

right at the Tower and saw flames. I could only see two sides of the Tower to my right on the right face

and the flames were fairly significant. I did not know what floor the flames were on. I was not wearing a

BA Set and could smell smoke I did not smell accelerants.

We then went straight into the Tower through the main lobby area and up the stairs. I couldn't remember

where the Control Board was set up, or close to. I cannot remember what floor the Bridge Head was on

maybe the second floor, and I think we were told there was a fire on the fourth. The Air in the Bridgehead

area was clear and from what i can remember the staircase was clear when we headed up. I knew there

was a job to be done and I saw Members of the Public coming out in obvious distress. At the Bridgehead

there was a Watch Manager Brian 0" KEEFE from KENSINGTON Fire at the Entry Control Board

along with other LFB personal. Before we left the Bridgehead I saw it was quite "Manic" there was a lot

going on it seemed in quite a confined area on the staircase but it was in safe air. There was also a lot of

confusion and a commotion at the time because there were fire fighters and Members of the Public were

coming down.

It seemed at that stage things needed to be done, Guy basically said "Right we're gonna go up and we're

gonna do the search and rescue ". Here were I, Guy, Ben, Harry and also a fire fighter from

HAMMERSMITH Fire Station but I can't remember his name. Guy then informed Watch Manager

0"KEEFE of our intention to go up Tower to search and rescue and to see if anybody needed assisting

down. In reply Watch O'KEEFE said to Guy "Fine you Crack on" and to that "and that's what we did. We

than gave our individual Tallies to the Breathing Apparatus (BA) Control Board.
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Then as a crew of five that was me, Guy, Ben, Harry, and the fire fighter from HAMMERSMITH then

made our way up the Tower. I could not say why we went up as a crew of five but that is what we needed

and we headed to the Six floor first of. Again i could not tell why we were going to the sixth floor and I

don't know if that was relayed on, but from what I can remember that is what was agreed. Normally you

would have, whoever is leading so Guy was leading the Crew, and he would a gave a brief. Guy would

make sure everybody in the Crew know what they are doing, entry control knows, so everybody knows

what the brief is and what we are trying to achieve. So we were going up to see if anybody needed

rescuing or escorting down. So going up the stairs to the sixth floor i was probably third in the row, Guy

would be leading it because he was in charge and I imagine Ben would have been after him. then me,

Harry and this fire fighter from HAMMERSMITH Fire Station.

At that stage I think Crews were coming down and with regard to the entry control there was a lot going

on. So you would have had Residents, BA crews coming down plus committing Crews .There was a lot of

information and I think things were just starting to escalate around the time we set off from the

Bridgehead at that stage. Once we you got onto the floors to search, like on the sixth floor that's when i

noticed it was smoked logged. So obviously the smoke was travelling up and getting in through open

windows .The lobby areas of the floors were smoked logged, and at that stage we were knocking on doors

to see if people were inside to bring them down.

Our first rescue was on the sixth floor I knew this by land marking and counting the stairs and

communication with my crew. I cannot say the number of flat we entered on the sixth floor. We all

knocked on doors a touching distance apart from each other looking for residents. We then got a response

from one flat, I can't remember the number of the flat but I know somebody opened the door. I do not

think any of us went into this particular flat. I cannot remember if! who spoke to the occupant, they were

reluctant to come with us, but then agreed to do so. I had my BA set on and could not smell anything, it

was not particularly hot and it was Smokey. I think the staircases were clear and the communal areas on

the floor were Smokey. We then brought two people down from the flat on the sixth floor and the stairs

can't have been that Smokey at that time. Guy later told me we brought down three people, but at the time

we were coming down i thought it was two people. To my knowledge i do not know if Guy, Ben or

anybody radioed in when we located the occupants in the flat on the sixth floor.

It was just a case of we were bringing them down, we said we were going to walk them down, it's not like

were carrying them down. They were breathing conscious, we said" we'll assist you down and that was it.
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So whether or not Guy said, "we are bringing out", again it was the sheer scale of that incident, you were

kind of running outside policy if you like with regards to what was going on. I thought we assisted down

two, but it was three so it was a woman and a child but i couldn't recall. I cannot remember what any of

the occupant s of the flat on the sixth looked like. After this rescue, me, Guy, Harry and Ben headed back

up the Tower again apart from the unknown Fire fighter HAMMERSMITH he did not go back up with

us.

I can't tell the reason, or remember, or why we were on the ninth floor, or whether we did the seventh or

the eighth floors, or why we went to the ninth floor. But we went to the ninth floor, and it was just a case

of knocking on flats to see if people were there and it was getting Smokey. I then knocked on flat 65 and

a lady came to the door, and she said her daughter was with her. I think Guy and Ben had gone off, but i

and Harry went in and shut the front door. At that stage we were saying you're safe. In high rise fire's

unless you are told otherwise you're safer staying in the flat. Otherwise you are dragging people through

smoked filled lobbies and that's where people can get overcome with Smoke.

At that stage I did not know what the fire was doing, I remember talking to the little girl, i know she was

young and guess she was seven or eight. and tried telling her not to worry. I

had a full gear BA set on and because we were in a safe area in the flat, i made the decision and took off

my BA face mask and should not have done so. However I took it off to reassure the little girl and said to

her, "Don't worry you are perfectly Safe". The little girl could see a face and be reassured as opposed to

not taking off your BA mask. At the time I was thinking you've got people there I

and it would be scary for the child. Guy and Ben I think came into the flat and they sort of informed us

we could not take Mother and her Daughter out because the conditions on the floor had worsened.

However, Guy then informed us we were going to take the Mother and her daughter down. I and Harry

then agreed to stay, whilst Guy and Ben went down to get BA Sets for the purpose of bringing the Mother

and Daughter down. At this time the air inside the flat was fine. I did not search the flat, we were there for

the benefit of the occupants and they would have told us if anyone else was in the flat with them. I cannot

recall how long we spent in the flat, but a guess would be between 10 to 15 minutes during which time

the woman gave me some water to drink. Ben and Guy were gone for a while, I remember radioing down

to my Guvnor Steve COLLINS. Then saying to Steve I and Harry were with two casualties or two

members of the Public, what floor and flat we were in and that we were waiting for Guy and Ben to come
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back up. Guy and Ben were still under Air i.e. still had sufficient oxygen in their respective BA cylinder's

to undertake physical operational activities.

At this time I and Harry had obviously taken off our face masks and just stayed there with the mother and

her daughter. A while later Guy and Ben returned with two BA Sets I think they got from the Bridge

Head. I presumed they were both under air i saw them sweating and had grafted to come back up, i also

had noticed Guy looked quite tired. At this stage we were looking out the window and noticed the flat

next to us on our right was a fully developed fire. Harry had also pointed this developed fire out to us so

we knew needed to get out of the flat fairly quick smart. Guy was on whistle and so had no Air and so I

think he put on one of the BA Sets he had brought up. I and Ben then put the mother in a BA Set and got

her under Air. Harry then took a Mask off the other BA Set put it on the child and plugged her into the

Set through an auxiliary connection. It not part of operational procedure to put in members of the Public

in a BA set, but it was the decision I made which was worth it.

I then assisted the Mother down by holding her arms both her, facing her and walking down the stairs

backwards whilst giving reassurance. I tried to guide and keep her calm. The child had a face BA mask

and was carried downstairs by Harry. At this stage, I saw there was a lot of people coming up and the stair

case was quite congested and I saw the Mother looked like a" Rabbit in Head Lights." Also at this time

the difficulty i found going down was that there were fire fighters coming up. The stair case was Smokey

it was difficult to see, there were water hose's on the floor and Lots of fire fighters going up. Also there

was a lot of Fire fighters I felt barging into my casualty, I kind of remonstrated with a couple going up

and I said "I ye got a casualty here watch ".A fire fighter I don't' know who turned round realised it was a

Member of the Public, apologised and he kind of helped bring her down the last couple of stairs for me.

On reaching the ground level I handed the Mother over to an unknown fire fighter there were so many

people, and I never saw her again. I think we must have briefed the Bridge Head about what we had done

and then got our Tallies back. I would describe the ethnicity of the Mother and her daughter of I think

Chinese Origin and not able to give any more details.

I, Ben, Harry then all came out of the tower "Hot and bothered" so we drank some water, and waited

around the corner. A Map Shown as my Exhibit. JW/02 Refers. Our first thought was to get another

Cylinder and do what we call Fire Ground "A "Test so that you are ready to go again. So when we came

out you could see how quickly and how much the fire had spread up to that side of that building. We

chatted, looked at the Tower and we could see how fast the fire had spread. The fire spread was
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something i had never seen before, the speed at which it had gone and you are kind of taking it all. You

are thinking well I am definitely going back in but you realise you need to have a bit of a rest. That's why

we went off to another place I think that was designated holding area for BA wearers at that stage. A Map

Shown as my Exhibit. JW/03 Refers. Whilst at this particular designated area we met up with crews from

neighbouring stations and chatted. From this designated area we looked at the Tower, transfixed and

distressingly saw people by windows inside the tower flashing their lights. Leading us ask the question

can you get them? Our first reaction maybe we get back down to the TL (Turn Table Ladder). I think

Crew Manager Daniel HARRIMAN and Fire Fighter Chris REYNOLDS also from PADDINGTON fire

station were at a nearby TL.

I think somebody had jumped from the tower to the floor. After that we were moved from kind of "Pillar

to post" because we were looking to go back. I remember just being a bit in, I can't think of the word.

You know it was a bit "Hairy "looking at that and we were basically looking for other "Bits and Pieces"

do to. We were just looking at windows in the Tower and we were thinking that we wanted to try and get

up to save people if we could. We saw our TL at that stage I didn't know where Dan and Chris that were

operating, and we didn't know where they were. So we thought maybe we could use the TL and try to

rescue People there. We went and spoke to a Senior Officer cannot recall his details. We sort of informed

the Senior Officer we are TL Operator's, that we can move our TL out because we can see somebody at a

window and we could get that person. We then walked down to the TL, there was so much debris that had

been raining down, and i saw why our TL had been be moved back because it was difficult for TL

Operators Chris and Dan. If even Chris and Dan were to have made the right pitch of the TL it would

have been difficult and dangerous for them due to the falling debris from the Tower and so that was the

end of that.

Then I think by that time the Chief Officer i cannot recall his details had turned up, the Police were there

but they had not started using the TSG (Territorial Support Group) to protect us with their shields at that

stage. I saw fire fighters using chairs and stuff as a sort of like cover as they went up the tower. We then

went round to another side of the building that would be to my left side as I faced the tower. After which i

lost sight of Guy and Ben. I then met up with other fire fighters from the Watch such as those from the

FIU (Fire Investigation Unit). There was also the BA holding area where LFB personal were trying to get

fire fighters people that hadn't worn a BA set to one side and those that had to the other .They were trying
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to get fresh wearers because they felt a lot of fire fighters like us we wanted to get back into the tower. A

Map Shown as my Exhibit. JW/03 Refers.

What was quite was frustrating was trying to get back in, so we got pushed over to one side and waited

there for a long while trying to get back into the Tower. At this stage i saw there were a lot of senior

officers. Senior Officers were saying" Right can I have X amount of People" and that they wanted people

for casualty handling. We were a bit reluctant to drop our BA Sets because we thought somebody might

take them. Also at this stage the volume of people was nothing i had ever seen so you didn't want to kind

of leave your gear in case somebody nicked it. Everybody, from my perspective wanted to get in and

help, and it was quite tough watching people and so ended i up looking for jobs to do. At one stage a

senior officer i cannot recall the name details, had us going off to fire Engines I think to pick up salvage

sheets because they were bringing out causalities. We went and did that and then we found a number of

fire engines locked which was frustrating, we couldn't get the lockers up.

We then came back and asked if we could bring out casualties but that idea got knocked again. There was

a lot of waiting around again i couldn't tell how later on in the morning this was. We then got our BA

Sets back on because we were looking like we were going to get into the Tower. Another stage I and fire

fighter Jim CUTHBERT also from PADDINGTON fire station went back into Tower as they needed

some people to go help with hoses and Stuff. I lost Jim pretty much as we went in and there were crews

working and they were trying to tidy up the hose. So I went up to the fourth floor and we tried to tidy

hoses that was on the stair case, and equipment not being used was got out of the way to make it easier for

Crews coming down. I did not have my BA Set on at this stage and left it outside and i don't the Crews I

was in there with. I did a little bit in there and at that stage felt a bit redundant. The stair case was quite

Smokey and this was later on in the morning. I then came out and I think at that stage PADDINGTON'S

Watch our Guvnor Steve COLLINS felt we had been there a long time and was trying to you know get

everyone together to end our shift.

We then all got back to PADDINGTON fire Station at about 11:00hrs on the that day. I think a couple of

hours before getting back to our station we got refreshments and waited because our fire engine was kind

of blocked in. This wait was obviously due to the volume of Police, the London Ambulance Service,

other Fire Engines that attended, the Media and the General Public. It was difficult to get machines

moved, and so at one stage we were kind of just hanging around trying to get out. Also at this time reliefs

were being implemented. Once we all returned to the station i made notes of incident we were just given
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forms and started to fill our statement of what we did. Obviously it was all fresh from what we could best

remember. For me it was how much detail to actually go in so i try to remember the key points.

Somebody forwarded my notes to me on an email i think it was the Fire Investigation team.

Once we given our written copy that was then collected and the FIU team took it to my knowledge. Then

we just got photocopy one attached to an email back and I hold a copy on the computer. The incident

notes i made is shown as my Exhibit JW/04 Refers.

I would describe the Job that night as "Fairly Tough". Personally for me it was just quite hard not being

able to get in as much as i would like and watching people at the windows of the Tower. But then

everybody had to see that especially if you were in the Holding Area because you are waiting to get in,

you could see people and it was frustrating. You're outside and they're obviously looking down and

you're kind of there thinking why we aren't getting in, but there is only so much fire fighters they can

flood it with. It was not a particularly wide stair case and I could not say in what measurements it would

be. I am rubbish at estimation people with Sets on so you're a bit wider than normal, and if you're

carrying gear as well. Smoked filed Stairways. The visibility in the stairs on the 6th and 9th floor was

initially good, but got progressively worse. I did not see any numbers or markings on the wall indicating

what floor I was on. I am sure there was lighting in the stairwell and do not remember hearing any fire

Alarms, at any time, neither do i recall seeing any flashing lights. I am able to hear any sounds or Alarms

with my full BA mask on communicate through a sound conductor. Our communications aren't

particularly good to be honest. I felt physically alright by the time I got to the fire and ready to go. I

cannot recall taking anything else with my BA set.

Layout of the Tower

I think there were five apartments on each floor but, but I am not entirely sure. I was also aware there

were lifts in the Tower. There were the rubbish shoot room on each floor, and I cannot remember if!

went into any of these rooms. Where we parked our Appliance was not far from the Tower, and it was

about a couple of minutes work from where we were parked I cannot say what the distance between the

parked Appliance and the tower. I clearly saw the view the fire burning in the Tower and nothing

obstructed my view. There were big communal areas on each floor from what I can remember I think

there were four or five flats that is a guess. I don't know the layout of the Tower

Defeintions/Explanations
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Bridgehead:  The Bridgehead is an entry control point for a fire which is normally two floors below

normally you get to the bridgehead and they will tell you what they need or what you need to do.

Tally: The tally is kept on your BA set that's got your name on, your cylinder pressure meaning how

much Air you've got in your Cylinder and at that information goes into a BA board. Once this

information goes on the BA board it allows everyone to see who's in fire how much Air they"ve got and

how long they can be in that Job before they need to come out. So whoever is on Entry Control will know

what Crews are in, where they are, and what they're doing. The Board can monitor because it's got a

Body guard system which means as you are using up Air whoever's on the board can see can if you are

working hard and how much Air you've got.

Breathing Board and Whistle:  So the BA Board might show you are using up a lot of Air, or it might say

your time of Whistle like the time you've got to get out before you are low on Air it might say that on the

Board. This Air in the Cylinder could fluctuate because whether or not you are sitting doing nothing or

you are working hard, so the time you've actually go to exit can change. So if you are going upstairs so

you're going to use more Air depending on what you are doing. So we were doing searching and we not

be using up as much Air as when we were going up. Then when we were coming down we can could use

less Air because obviously it is easier coming down. The Whistle, known as "Time of the Whistle" means

that when you are Low on Air you'll have a Low Pressure warning Whistle which will actuate on your set,

which you've got about 12 minutes before you will have no Air left ,but you need to get out before that.

You have a safety margin of 18 minutes, but again depending on how you are using your Air and how

physically demanding the task it is you're doing.

Breathing Apparatus: (BA) 

The Standard BA (SDBA) Tank on the Pump Set lasts approximately between 31 to 33 minutes off the

Top of my head .The oxygen levels being inhaled will alter depending on the activity being done at the

time. So doing a physical exercise activity will drain the Oxygen levels. You can put your BA set whilst

going on route to a shout but you are not allowed to do it, because obviously if you had an accident and

you got a BA set on your back you will do yourself an Injury. We all were in Full fire gear such as

Leggings, Torch, and flash hood The flash hood is like a balaclava for want of a better word and would be

on but not up, it will just be just round your neck. It is the flash hood you pull over the back of your head

once you"ve got your face mask on Then you"ve got your Gloves you will not put them on until you have

put on your Gloves .The BA sets are accessible within the Cab and once the Appliance came to a stop

that's when everybody including I would have put their set's on apart from the driver who normally
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would be doing the Pumping i.e. supplying the water, there is a lot of work to be done like setting in the

hydrant getting the hose ready for the Crews to take. The purpose of putting on a BA set at a shout of fire

would be to allow you breathe in irrespirable atmosphere. If you can see fire you know there is going to

smoke and so the wearing of the BA mask is also to protect you to go in and extinguish a fire.
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